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ABSTRACT

A tic-atlllling polatrimeter is at device which Iuc•a„
times light Intensit y ill different planes of vibration
as ill atperhlre is repeatedly stud rapidly drive,t
acr(ttis the ilnalgv of` all object ill the focal plaule
of it telescope.

11le oLservations of Rakos ( 1965) showed that
improved photoelectric resolution could be obtained
by the use of area scaullfllg tecluli(Im , Further
observations by Franz (1966) indicated that this
improvelnellt could be several times that of coll-
ventional photoelectric techniques used in IT13V
work on close visllatl binaries. Boyce (1966) has
successfully combined areal and spectral scanning
Ill investigatioIls of planetary Ilebulac, Mars, and
other objects.

It has been found that the use of a scanning
polarimetc'r has advantages over some previous
methods and can be effieieni-ly applied to the study
of a wid , variety of astronomical objects.

The idea of integrating the output or a photo-
multiplier during successive scans of a focal plane
aperture has occurred to many people over a period
of many years. The recent development of small
computers or multichannel analyzers containing
several hundred separate memory units has very
recently made this technique practical.

BACKGROUND

Rakos (1965) used an area scanner in 1965 to
measure the brightness of Phobos as it was eclipsed
by Mars. In so doing, he was able to detect Phobos
at only six seconds of are from the Martian limb
and when Mars was io 5 times brighter than the
satellite. Ile used extensive photographic records
of an oscilloscope screen to record the data. More

tlla ll oue (fuart( •r of at Illill:,nl of such ph(lim4raphs
N%-(-r(- obtafued and aulalvied.

Franz ( 1966) later used the s,tiue equipuu •ut to
IIlttke photocle( • tric 11IeasllreIlleIlt ()f lllagnitllde dif-
fercnces, sepatrations, and position atnl;les of close
doltble stabs. Altllou gll most of his tlllautitative data
were obtained by Ineaus of the -soluc photo-
graphiv tcclmigll(', a fev., nwasllrvs -Nvith it multl-
chanuel aulalyzer proved that the method is both
a ccuraW and practical. Compared to collvelitiollall
photoelectric techniques he found, among; other
advantages, it gain of severa l fold ill resolution.

Boyce ( 1966) designed an area scamier which he
Inotllltecl at the entrance slit of a spectral scanner.
He obtaiIled "monochromatic" inteIlsity profiles of
planetary nebulae, Malls, and other objects.

THE POLARIMETER.

The polarimeter to be described in more detail
here (1067) is of the dual-beam type, first intro-
duced by Ililtner (1952) and also used by Behr
(1956) , Visvanathan (1956) , Gehrels (1960) , Scr-
kowski (1066), Elvius and Engbert (1967), Appen-
zeller ( 1967 ), and others.

A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1. A cal-
cite Wollaston prism with a. clear aperture of 24
mm and made of three elements, instead of the
usual two, separates the beam into two components.
The resulting ordinary and extraordinary images of
the primary mirror projected on the cathodes are
similar in shape and size.

For parallel incident light the separation of the
two beams emerging; from the prism is 16°8 and
14.3 at waveknghts of 3600A and 9000A, respec-
tively. Both the Wollaston prism and cal ,•ite depo-
larizer transmit the ultraviolet freely in the photo-
electric region at wavelengths longer than 3000A.
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F 1.l;. 1. Optical system of scanning; polurimcter. As shown in
this diagram, the direction of the aperture scan is perpen-
dicular to th,^ plane of the paper.

The optics of the polarimeter are easily accessible
when the front cover of a rectangular box is
removed. The filter slides can be operated either
together or separately. When the filters ar posi-
tioned as shown in Figure 1, then the light from an
extended source moves across them as the aperture
moves in the focal plane of the telescope. The fil-
ters can also be placed at a null point ( where there
is no image motion) a few centimeters below the
analyzer. A second null point is at the photo-
cathodes.

The multipliers are of type EMI 9526A with
cathode diameters of 22 mm. Their sensitivities,
according to the manufacturer, are 82 and 77 µ A/L.
The dark current of each is 0.4 m µ A with 1050
volts across the tube. They are also well matched
with regard to sensitivity at different wavelengths;
their spectral response is S-13. One tube is operated
at 1600 and the other at 1625 volts from the same
high-voltage supply.

A photograph of the polarimeter is shown in
Plate 1. The rectangular box containing the ana-
lyzer and associated components is mounted on a
ball-bearing system so that this portion of the
equipment can be rotated and easily set to any
desired position angle between 0 0 and 3600.

The focal-plane aperture, scanner motor. and
associated Optical equipment (referred to heieafter
as the sreurrring head) are mounted on separate
bearings and can be rotated and set, independ,nitly
Of the polarimeter, at any position angle between
0" and 180°.

The orientations of both the scanning head and
the polarimeter are indicated by separate point-,rs
and circular scales. Thervfoie, the scan can be
made in any desired direction in the skv, although
the sense of the scan motion is fixed with reference
t`` the scanning head and the observer must be pre-
pared to look into an evepicce which is fixed rcla-
tive to the direction of the scull. The scanning head
is shown schematic, illy in Plate I1.

A focal-plane aperture is located behind a pol-
ished stainless steal plate which serves as a mirror
and is tilted 79" with respect to the optical axis of
the telescope. The light from any object or portion
of an object not passing through the aperture is
reflected back through the observing eyepiece. The
observer can therefore see the image at all times
and note its fixed position relative to the moving
aperture. The reflecting plates are rectangles 25 x
40 mm with central apertures somowhat larger than
those directly below them which limit the light
beam. The limiting apertures are openings in very
thin metal. The circular one used for measures of
Jupiter is 100 microns in diameter, but that used for
observations of some faint nebulae has a 4 x 8 mm
rectangular opening. ('.hanges of aperture and
reflecting plate can be made in less than a minute.

The aperture holder is pushed by a cam driven
by a synchronous motor. The motion is linear for
300" of cam rotation but during "flyback", or the
600 remaining, a shutter cuts off all light, and the
dark currant from each multiplier is measured.

Four cams are available—providing scan ampli-
tudes of 3, 6, 9, and 12 mm.

The sweeps on both multichannel analyzers are
simultaneously triggered by a magnetic senses. Its
actuator is mounted on the scanning head on the
same gear as the flyback shutter. The sweeps are of
1 x00 duration, while the period of the cam is
1042; consequently, there is a loss of only 42 milli-
seconds between sweeps.

EYEPIECE OFFSET GUIDER

The eyepiece is fitted with a small offset guider
having a 20 mm field. It consists of two movable
crosshairs which can be made to intersect at any
point within the field of the eyepiece. This field is
an unmagnified image of the reflecting plate in the
focal plane of the telescope. I am grateful to Ger-
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PLATE I. Photograph of polarimeter The eyepieces and scanning mechanism can be rotated through 180" independently of
the rotation of the polarimeter below it.

ald Kron for suggesting this simple method of
placing a "crosswire" at any desired point in the
field of the guider. The position of each wire can
be read on a millimeter vernier scale and set to
0.1 mm. The crosswires and scales are mounted on
an inexpensive microscope substage especially
modified for this application.

DATA HANDLING EQUIPMENT

General Procedure. There are many ways of col-
lecting large quantities of data at the telescope and
of transferring them to the memory of a computer.
Certainly as time goes on, more and more efficient
ways of doing this will become available at less
and less cost. Despite this rapidly changing tech-
nology it may be of' interest to provide a general
outline of the method used here. Figure 2 shows a
flow chart containing the principal electronic com-
ponents.

The output pulses of each multiplier on the
pol aritneter are conducted through coaxial cables
to a small cabinet containing a IW MIIz ImIse
amplifier, a discriminator, and two prescalers. The
modified pulses arc then converted into digital
BCD code by a multichannel analyzer (hereafter
referred to as a CAT or Computer of Average
Transients). Each channel of the CAT contains
only those pulses which pertain to a specific posi-
tion of the focal-plane apeiture as successive scans
are made. In order to record all pulses from the
two photomultipliers, two CATS must be used.

The connections are so arranged that in one CAT
the odd channels store the output of one multipher
and the even channels store that of the other. In
the second CAT the pattern is the same, but the
even and odd channels are connected to the other
multiplier. In this wav possible changes in the
operation of the multichannel analyzers do not
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(((trodracc s%stematic errors ill th r 	The total
I tent- loss per scan it switelihig 2(N) ( h,lnnels 1% 001.

'I'll( advarntat;( s .und limitations of pulse antplifi-
c•ation arc %N,11 known, It ► tot onl y provicles high
detection efficit-oc% kit also, since it iotrochaces no
xcro drift. long "exlxmires " become practical. F if-
tt-en -11111.1 to cxlx ►sures ha%v Imen successfull y madc
Auld lnuc h longer noes appear entirely practical.

The maximum counting rate which it CAT of
the type used can accept withmit an appruc•iable
pulse overlap correction is 26,(NNI counts per sec-

ond. For many object% the ;aperture siie can be
adjusted to keep the counting rate well below this
figure. When this is not the case, one or more 16/1
prescalers are used. With two sealers (2-56/1) in

It systeln and a pr( scaler output of 20 NO counts
per st y and the pulse ;amplifiers, as well its tit(
(;A7's, begin to cxc •eed their lin. •ar range.

) itu ( 'abinc •t. The arrangetnent of the components
in the cahmet call best lx- described with tilt- bell)
of I'Lat( I II

A preset ( an counter is shown at the upper
'.t. The observer can, in advance, dial into tilt-

(u( ► t tilt . exact number of scans he wishes to record.
The punch control unit is at the upper left. It

P,..a(e. III. Data h.0 ilii	 i i,,„(,t. The varions com-

ponents can be identificd from the descriptions iu the text.

automatically punches :a sequence i ► utnbur on the•
pals-r tape just prior to each re adwit of the• 2W
hannels of each CAT. The memorics of tilt- two

( :ATs can bu altt-rnatel y pwiched on tape. 'I'll(- time
required for it single punc •hout of cash CAT k 22
seconds. 'I'ht- number sequences on the last pcanch-
out is prolnirn • ntly displavcd ( 471 ( ►t, flat( 111
below the twit CATS.

111 pulse amplifiers, the discriminator% and the•
pr-scalers can he %(-( , it near tilt- middle of the cahi-
nct just alxive the punch. Since the punch and
soma otht-r circuits in tilt- cabinet are tumperaturc
sensitive, its interior temperahtre is regulated to
KS	 • :► F.

lietnote control buttons are shown on top of the
cabinet. These inakc it possible for the chscrvt-r to
remain at the evepiece of tilt- scanning head \%hilt
obscrs atiom are under way. If he wishes to . 10 so,
he cat stop recording the scion data and then con-
tinue the integrating process. without loss of pre-
viow i, ► fornnation, until tilt- - ► reset 1,tnnber of scans
has oc•c•urred.

Statistics. Some of the vital stittisti( , regarding the
transfer of clata from the telescope to tilt- computer
mite be of interest. It is possible to make 0 punch-
outs of 2(x1 channels or 25 punchouts of IM chan-
nels on a single roll of Raper tape.

N .a bright oLluct is O1 ,scrvcd the statisti(A errors
are often very small :.:.d consequently the data
stored in the second 'CAT are not punched out be-
cause they would add little to the overall accuracy.

If eight analyier position angles and one CAT
only are used at the telescope to me:asnre the polar-
ir:ation of a sequence of objects along a scan lice, it
rc(luires 35 minutes of computer time to real out
.,11(1 plot the data, to Compute the polatiration and
print c► nt the results for 15 pointst-vcn;, distributed
along the seal. Nearly half of the "computer" time
is c•onsu ►ned i t , plotting the data. It i,, however,
Imssible to plot the data, in analog torn, o11 a strip-
chart recorder at the telescope and in this way cut
the computer time in half.

A very substantial further reduction in computer
time could often be achieved if' the equipment
were so modified that fewer channels are used. For
instance if 200 channels are used with it scan of
60 are seconds in the skv, each channel relates to .a

segment of only 0"3 along tilt- scan line—resolution
which is quite beyond present achievement even
if a correspondingly small aperture were used.
Sixty channels and it l" aperture are usually adc-

(piate. Both the punch^ ► (et time and comptter time
c•oul(1 bt- halved again by this modification.
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APPLICATIONS
( )lm-orations o f liulitrl/atteni (it it w ide varlet", of

ol)iet -ts hive bt-c • i ► ma ch- with tll(- sc •allnilig lx)lary
meter Just tlescribed. These• include • quasam ut-bli
lilt - , •titr.. I)Iittit •t% itild tl ► t- Itle)t)ll.
Faint Small Sourre.s 1 .3vius hit• rec t-nt1% puhlislit-d
it papc-r ( llk. s .s of this vnitmut ) which c v%crihes
lit dt-tail tht- int-that of re-ductiot ► %I)(- has used for
obm-mahons math • of tluasars ill tilt- spring of N(ri'
with tilt- scanning polaritneter ch-scribed here. Sit(-
has also simmtriied tilt- statistics of the probicin
untl found. for t]te olm-matic)ns described. that the
obsumcd tic-viations were close to the expected
statistival errors. A blot, showing her ohsc-rvations
of 3( : 27:3 and ;3( * $15. is shown oil pap 56, ( )bser-
vatiow, of faint stars stow it similar pattern.

For litint point sources the advantages of' the
scanning method lies ill its ability to ineasure the
sky background oil both sides of t he source "simill-
tiltu-oltsly" with thc- skv background phis source.
The loss clue to flyback time- and to tilt- unc•eriam
part of the- scan Who'll the eclgvi of Ow aperture
partialh , oc•cmlt the source is about ;to percent.
( With improved caul desigi ► this loss call he made
less than It) percet ►t. ) I'll(- restiltal)t stall loss ill
accidetititl at.-curacy is negligiMt- ill comparison to
the• elitniwltioli of lstrg(- systematic errors wh irl ►
could othea wise be caused by changes ill tike back-
ground.

Faint Extended Sou rcr.y. For faiIlt extended
source~ where the aperture scans into the dark sky,
the advantages are similar ill nature (hut with loss
of syminetry) to those mentioned for faint point
sources. I" or larger olljt'ets when the aperture does
not go into the Clark sky, two (vlescope settings are
generally required. In some eases, however, it
app( ars possible to keep the aperture fixed and to
scan the areal by moving the telescope at it rate
which correspot ►ds to a very slow sweep of the
CAT; each sweep would be initiated maimally by
the observer as it particular reference point passes a
crosswire in the eyepiece.

Bright Stars. For stars so bright that the sky baek-
ground is negligibly small, it is preferable to rise
the polarimeter ill it fixed rattler flian it scanning
mode. Ill slieh it case the aperture remains centc-rvd
as the swec ps oil the C:A'I' are internally trif;crcd

and all chailnrl% of vac •Il (:AT c •itit be used for
niva.t trt , s of star hriglltttc •.. only . This itic•rvitse. the
eflec •tive clittit •c-olh-ution rittc • by a %iih%tittitial
itmonnt. Since it single channel can store tip tt,
I(Y, - I count., tlic• minimum itntn1wr of chanm•ls
shomlt' liv ust-d. Ilo"v%vr, for this application.
itld, iigh the ► nt-thod is •itti.lactor%	 it ]lit% no
advantage ovt-r antic h simpler proueclurev

Bright Fxtmided t )I)y-cl ti, ( .'itins 1t ► angtilar rt-solu-
tiol ► have dreittly been nu- tit ic)nec l.. lIery htrgv
atuottilts of data Uittr i)e t-itsily hitntlltKl and rouse
cluently tilt- polariiatiol ► itt illally lx)iuts aloud; .e

scan (Olt . n ► 1111ber is litnitt-d by t ht- set'lli ; rt-co lt )
tion ) tint he very efficiently ineasnred. Polarinttion
and intensit y int.asures ill tilt- tlltraviole-t have been
made ;it 07 points oil Jupiter's disk within it two-
hour pc-rind.
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